Networks pervade many disciplines of science for analyzing complex systems with interacting components. In particular, this concept is commonly used to model interactions between genes and identify closely associated genes forming functional modules. However, characterizing gene relationships remains a challenging problem due to the complexity of high dimensional biological data. In this paper, we develop a two-stage procedure for estimating gene association networks and inferring gene functional groups as tightly connected communities. We propose a novel way of computing edge weights in a gene network, which relies on sparse canonical correlation analysis with repeated subsampling and random partition. Based on the estimated network, community structures can be identified using the block model or hierarchical clustering. Our approach is conceptually appealing as it aims to capture gene relationships in a more realistic manner by taking into account higher level group interactions. It is also flexible enough to incorporate prior biological knowledge. Comparisons with several popular approaches using simulated and real data show our procedure improves both the statistical significance and biological interpretability of the results. In addition to achieving considerably lower false positive rates, our procedure shows better performance in detecting important biological pathways.
Networks pervade many disciplines of science for analyzing complex systems with interacting components. In particular, this concept is commonly used to model interactions between genes and identify closely associated genes forming functional modules. However, characterizing gene relationships remains a challenging problem due to the complexity of high dimensional biological data. In this paper, we develop a two-stage procedure for estimating gene association networks and inferring gene functional groups as tightly connected communities. We propose a novel way of computing edge weights in a gene network, which relies on sparse canonical correlation analysis with repeated subsampling and random partition. Based on the estimated network, community structures can be identified using the block model or hierarchical clustering. Our approach is conceptually appealing as it aims to capture gene relationships in a more realistic manner by taking into account higher level group interactions. It is also flexible enough to incorporate prior biological knowledge. Comparisons with several popular approaches using simulated and real data show our procedure improves both the statistical significance and biological interpretability of the results. In addition to achieving considerably lower false positive rates, our procedure shows better performance in detecting important biological pathways.
1. Introduction. Many complex systems in science and nature are composed of interacting parts. Such parts can be modeled as nodes and their relationships as edges in a network. Network modeling has found numerous applications in the studies of friendship networks in sociology, the Internet and the World Wide Web in information technology, predator-prey interactions in ecology, and protein-protein interactions, gene networks and many other biochemical networks in biology. More examples of networks and their basic properties can be found in Newman (2010) . Close examinations of these networks can reveal important knowledge about the nature of the individual nodes, their connections, and most crucially, interesting connection patterns such as communities, where groups of nodes exhibit high internal connectivity. In this paper, we focus on the study of gene association networks, where communities correspond to genes with related functional groupings. Many of of these functional groups encode biological pathways. A major task in understanding biological processes is to identify these pathway genes and elucidate the relationships between them.
The study of community structure relies on knowing the relationships between pairs of nodes. In gene networks, direct observation of gene relationships by experimental approaches is extremely cost-prohibitive given that the typical size of the networks is in the tens of thousands. The gene expression levels, on the other hand, are easier to measure and can be regarded as sets of covariates associated with the nodes. The analysis of this type of network is essentially a two-fold problem. First, a network of relations needs to be learned in an unsupervised fashion using the covariates associated with each node. Community detection techniques can then be applied to identify tightly knit sub-structures. In this paper, we investigate this composite problem and aim to isolate gene functional groups through exploiting the community structure of a constructed gene network.
Constructing gene network using expression data has remained a challenging unsupervised learning problem in the statistics literature due to the complexity of data structure and the difficulty of finding an appropriate measure for characterizing gene relationships. Popular measures include gene co-expression estimating marginal relationships between pairs of genes and conditional measures taking into account the influence of other genes. Widely used co-expression measures include the Euclidean distance or the angle between vectors of observed expression levels, or most commonly, the marginal covariance or correlation. Conditional measures are based on the sparse inverse covariance matrix. This is equivalent to using partial correlations (i.e. the correlation between any two genes conditioned on one or several other genes) and leads to a graph built on conditional independence relationships.
A major concern of the two types of measures is their limited biological inference. Co-expression measures only consider pairwise relationships between genes and can easily miss higher level group interactions. In this regard, the inverse covariance matrix offers a more realistic way to represent complex gene networks due to its interpretation in terms of conditional correlations. However, the selection of appropriate conditional set of genes INFERRING GENE ASSOCIATION NETWORKS USING SCCA 3 is critical to ensure the correct inference of conditional relationships. In the current literature, partial correlation is usually calculated conditioned on either all of the available genes or a more or less arbitrary subset of them that may contain noisy (biologically unrelated) genes. de la Fuente et al. (2004) reported that conditioning on all genes simultaneously can introduce spurious dependencies which are not from a direct causal or common ancestors effect. There are also efforts on using lower order partial correlations (de la Fuente et al. (2004) ; Magwene and Kim (2004) ; Wille et al. (2004) ; Wille and Bühlmann (2006) ). These methods, however, lose sensitivity for inferring higher level gene associations and cannot guarantee to eliminate the effect of noisy genes. Kim et al. (2012) proposed to minimize the impact of noisy genes by conditioning on a small set (3-5 genes) of known pathway genes, or "seed genes". Such prior biological information however, is not always available, especially in exploratory studies.
In this paper we tackle the problem of estimating gene relationships when the correct conditional set for partial correlation is unknown. As a result, gene functional groups can be found via a two-stage procedure. We first introduce a new way of estimating edge weights in a gene network using sparse canonical correlation analysis (SCCA) to look for sparse, maximally correlated subsets of genes. By noting the connection between partial correlations and linear regression, the advantage of partial correlations for detecting group interactions naturally carries over to our method. Our approach is flexible and can be adapted to work with or without prior biological knowledge. There has been a growing interest in applying SCCA to genomic datasets (Waaijenborg, Verselewe de Witt Hamer and Zwinderman (2008) ; Parkhomenko, Tritchler and Beyene (2009) ; Witten and Tibshirani (2009); Lee et al. (2011) ) in the context of studying relationships between two or more sets of variables, such as gene expression levels, copy numbers and other phenotype variations, with measurements taken from the same sample. One novelty of our method lies in the application of SCCA to a single dataset facilitated by a random partition scheme. Using this construction, we aim to build an edge weight matrix for the whole gene network to more effectively represent gene functional relationships.
The second stage of our procedure involves identifying these densely connected communities within the network. We consider two well-known methods in the network literature to solve this problem: the stochastic block model (SBM) and hierarchical clustering (HC). The SBM, formally introduced by Holland, Laskey and Leinhardt (1983) , generalize the Erdős-Rényi model and groups nodes into different classes with different connectivities. Parameter estimation for SBM remains an active area of research due to the graph intricacy of the model. Various algorithms have been proposed (e.g. Snijders and Nowicki (1997) , Nowicki and Snijders (2001) , Bickel and Chen (2009) , J.-J. Daudin and Robin (2008) , Rohe, Chatterjee and Yu (2011) ), but many methods are not scalable and their theoretical properties remain only partially studied. In this paper, we adopt the pseudo-likelihood algorithm proposed by Amini et al. (2013) . In addition to fitting the conventional SBM, a conditional variation of the algorithm also allows for fitting networks with varying node degrees within communities -an idea suggested in the degree-corrected block model by Karrer and Newman (2011) . In this paper, we mainly evaluate the performance of our edge weight matrix by examples with non-overlapping functional groups. We give an example with overlapping groups in Section 5 of the supplementary information. In that case a different community detection method (e.g. mixed membership SBM )) can be applied to identify the overlapping structures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the motivations behind our new scheme of computing edge weights in detail and provide an outline of the full procedure. In Section 3, comparisons are made between our procedure and correlation-based method, as well as between SBM and HC using simulations. We demonstrate that our procedure in general achieves a significant reduction in the rate of false discoveries. To test its performance in real data applications, our procedure is applied to an Arabidopsis thaliana microarray dataset obtained under oxidation stress. Finally in Section 4, we discuss the advantages and potential extensions of the present method.
2. Methods. As mentioned in Section 1, the conditional correlation interpretation of partial correlation suggests it is a more appropriate framework for modeling higher level interactions in gene networks, provided the conditional computation is carried out properly. In this section, we discuss some of the limitations of the partial correlation approach that arise due to its reliance on the correct selection of conditional sets of genes and how our SCCA based approach circumvents this difficulty. We then give detailed description of our new method of estimating an edge weight matrix using SCCA with subsampling and consider ways of recovering community structures from such a matrix.
2.1. Method motivation. Recall that when the gene expression levels follow a multivariate normal distribution, for a set of genes W , the partial INFERRING GENE ASSOCIATION NETWORKS USING SCCA 5 correlation between genes i and j can be expressed as
where ω ij are elements in the precision matrix (Σ G ) −1 with Σ G being the gene covariance matrix of the set W (see e.g. Edwards (2000) ). Genes i and j being conditionally independent is equivalent to the corresponding partial correlation and element in the precision matrix being zero. As pointed out in de la Fuente et al. (2004) and Kim et al. (2012) , the selection of a proper set of genes on which the correlation in (2.1) is conditioned determines the effectiveness of using partial correlation to measure gene interactions. The inclusion of noisy (biologically unrelated) genes in the set W \{i, j} may introduce spurious dependencies and consequently false edges in the estimated network. The use of partial correlation may also prove problematic when W contains multiple pathways. For example, suppose the set W has two pathways {x, y, z} and {u, v} with expression relationships
where i and δ j are small positive constants so that the dependencies between the two pathways are negligible, and gene v is independent of genes x and y. Computing the partial correlations, we have the desired dependencies:
cor(z, x|W \{z, x}) = cor(z, y|W \{z, y}) = 1, cor(u, v|W \{u, v}) = 1, but also some spurious ones:
cor(u, x|W \{u, x}) = cor(u, y|W \{u, y}) = 1.
Using these partial correlations to construct an edge weight matrix would imply the two pathways are fully connected. The proper calculation should condition only on genes in the same pathway, but such information is usually hard to obtain in practice. A better edge weight measure should take into account the magnitude of the linear coefficients in (2.2) so that it reflects the amount of contribution each gene makes to a pathway and the two-block nature of the network. Recall that in a regression setting, the regression coefficients are multiplicative functions of the corresponding partial correlation. In this sense, the coefficients encompass more information and provide a better resolution on gene relationships than the partial correlations alone.
Motivated by these observations, we propose a two-stage procedure to look for gene functional groups. First we make direct use of the linear coefficients found by SCCA with subsampling to build an edge weight matrix reflecting the aggregated level of direct or partial gene interactions. More discussion on how CCA coefficients relate to partial correlations can be found in Section 4 of the supplementary information. Sparsity is imposed to reduce dimensionality and in particular in the example above, ensures the mixing of the two pathways is negligible on average. The second stage of our procedure concerns discovering densely connected communities in the network prescribed by the edge weight matrix.
2.2. Review of sparse canonical correlation analysis and its implementation. Let X ∈ R n×q 1 be a matrix comprised of n observations on q 1 variables, and Y ∈ R n×q 2 a matrix comprised of n observations on q 2 variables. CCA introduced by Hotelling (1936) involves finding maximally correlated linear combinations between the two sets of variables. More explicitly, one seeks to find α ∈ R q 2 and β ∈ R q 1 that solve the optimization problem
where Σ (·,·) represent the correlation matrices. Note that provided the variables in X and Y have nonzero variances, this is equivalent to the usual CCA formulation in terms of covariance matrices. In practice the population correlations are replaced with their sample counterparts. That is, S Y X = Y T X/(n − 1), S XX = X T X/(n − 1) and
, assuming the columns of X and Y have been centered and scaled. Denote a and b the weight vectors obtained by using these sample correlations, then (a, b) solves
For high throughput biological data, q 1 and q 2 are typically much larger than n. It is thus natural to impose sparsity on a and b, and this can be done by including (typically convex) penalty functions in (2.4). A number of studies (Waaijenborg, Verselewe de Witt Hamer and Zwinderman (2008) 
where p 1 and p 2 are convex penalty functions. In this paper, we consider an L 1 penalty and solve the above optimization using the modified NIPALS algorithm proposed by Lee et al. (2011) , which is reported to yield better empirical performance than Witten et. al. (2009)'s algorithm. The modified NIPALS algorithm performs penalized regressions iteratively on X and Y with the penalty functions p λ 1 (·) = λ 1 · 1 and p λ 2 (·) = λ 2 · 1 . This is an equivalent formulation to iteratively optimizing (2.5) using the bounded constraints.
It is important to note that one more complication arises when SCCA is applied to gene expression data. In CCA, the estimation of the correlation matrix using sample correlations requires the data matrices X and Y have independent rows. However, given a gene expression matrix with genes in columns and experiments in rows, it is often the case that row-wise and column-wise dependencies co-exist. Row-wise dependencies, or experiment dependencies, can be defined as the dependencies in gene expression between experiments due to the similar or related cellular states induced by the experiments (Teng and Huang (2009) ). When unaccounted for, they can introduce redundancies that overwhelm the important signals and lead to inaccurate estimates of gene correlation matrix. To decouple the effect of experiment dependencies from the estimation of gene correlations, we apply the Knorm procedure from Teng and Huang (2009) . The Knorm model assumes a multiplicative structure for the gene-experiment interactions, and iteratively estimates the gene covariance matrix and experiment covariance matrix through a weighted correlation formula. In addition, row subsampling and covariance shrinkage are used to ensure robust estimation.
2.3. Constructing edge weight matrix by SCCA with subsampling. Suppose an observed dataset contains measurements of the expression levels of p genes in n experiments, where each experiment has a small number of replicates. We next describe a new procedure of computing edge weights in the gene network.
Summary of procedure
(i) Data normalization by Knorm. A gene expression matrix Z b of dimension n × p can be generated from the full dataset by sampling one replicate from each experiment. Using the Knorm model in Teng and Huang (2009) ,
whereM is the estimated mean matrix andΣ E is the estimated experiment correlation matrix.
(ii) Subsampling and SCCA with random partition. For each normalized expression matrix Z * b , sample a fixed fraction s, say 70%, of the genes to obtain an n × sp submatrix Z sub b . For each partition t, randomly split the columns of Z sub b into two groups of equal size to form X sub b,t and Y sub b,t . Find sparse weight vectors a sub b,t and b sub b,t using the modified NIPALS algorithm (Lee et al. (2011) ) with the L 1 penalty and tuning parameters λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 ), the choice of which will be discussed in Section 3. Combine them to form an unsigned weight vector c b,t and average over all the partitions to obtain the average weightsc b . Define edge weight matrix A b =c bc T b , setting diag(A b ) = 0 to exclude self loops. More insights into this step are provided in the remarks below.
(iii) Repeat step (ii) B times. DefineĀ = 1/B B b=1 A b and normalize by the maximum value inĀ. As we search through different subsets of genes, different signal groups are identified depending on the strengths of the individual functional group in the subset.Ā can be taken as an aggregated measure of direct or partial gene interactions. As will be shown empirically in Section 3.1, the averaged result leads to the formation of a distinct block structure with different connectivities in the matrix.
We make a few remarks here: a) During the random partition, the two sets of genes do not have to be exactly equal in size, but they need to be comparable in order to maximize the chance of separating any gene functional group of interest into two sets. b) Subsampling is necessary if we aim to identify multiple functional groups simultaneously, as there will be multiple groups with strong interactions and not all of them can be detected unless different subsets of genes are considered. On the other hand, if running time is not a concern, we can always run the whole procedure iteratively with no subsampling, each time identifying one dominating signal group and removing it from the subsequent analysis. For more discussion about the choice of subsampling levels, we refer to Section 5 in the supplementary information. c) Overall subsampling and random partition enable us to consider different subsets of the genes and ways to group them. Thus the elements inĀ can be interpreted as an aggregated measure of partial correlations of different orders as the algorithm steps through different conditional sets of genes. d) If it is known in advance that some genes operate in the same functional group, one may focus on the identification of this group first and incorporate 9 the prior knowledge by lowering the penalties associated with those genes in the SCCA algorithm. Examples involving using prior knowledge can be found in Section 5 of the supplementary information.
Below we show asymptotically the validity of our random partition scheme by considering a simple case where the entire gene set contains only one correlated functional group. In this case, we can quantify the asymptotic difference in the assigned weights between functional group genes and noisy genes.
Asymptotic behavior of the random partition scheme
Suppose Z ∈ R n×p is an matrix containing expression levels for p genes and n independent experiments, and its columns have been centered and scaled. We consider the case where there exists only one functional group and all the other genes are uncorrelated. Due to this simplification, no subsampling is needed, and the use of CCA without sparsity suffices since in the asymptotics we consider the regime n → ∞ with p fixed. Without loss of generality, in the entire gene set G = {1, 2, . . . , p} let the first k genes K = {1, 2, . . . , k} form one pathway.
For every partition t, let a t and b t be the solutions to (2.4) and c t be the list of the absolute values |a t | and |b t | ordered according to the gene list. Assuming Z follows a multivariate normal distribution and the inverse covariance matrix has a diagonal block structure (detailed assumptions are presented in Section 2 of the supplementary information), we have the following proposition regarding the asymptotic difference between the average values of {c i,t , i ∈ K} and {c j,t , j / ∈ K}. For convenience suppose p is even and denote q = p/2. Proposition 2.1. Letc = N t=1 c t /N , where N is the number of partitions, then given 1 < k < q,
We give the proof with a lower bound on D in the supplementary information Section 2. The separation inc implies the genes in the graph characterized by the edge weight matrixĀ =cc T can be grouped into different clusters based on their connectivity. As will be demonstrated in Section 3.1, A as defined in Section 2.3 exhibits a natural block structure when there is one or multiple functional groups.
In addition, in supplementary information Section 2, we present asymptotic analysis of an example to theoretically understand the performance of our procedure when multiple functional groups exist, and highlight and explain the role of subsampling. One can see that analytical computations are tedious even in this explicit case. We deem the general proof out of scope of this paper. We next discuss two approaches used in this paper for identifying such community structures.
2.4. Identify community structures in edge weight matrix by SBM and HC. Community structures naturally exist in gene networks. Genes in the same pathway or with related functionalities are expected to have dense connections, whereas biologically unrelated (noisy) genes may be only sparsely connected. Despite the overall heterogeneity of connectivity in the network, within each community we may expect to find the node degrees more homogeneous. This is a situation where the SBM offers an appropriate modeling framework.
Definition 2.2. A SBM is a family of probability distributions for a graph with node set {1, 2, . . . , p} and Q node blocks defined as follows.
1. Let C = (C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C p ) denote the set of labels such that C i = k if the node i belongs to block k.
where γ = (γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . , γ Q ) is the vector of proportions. 2. Let π = (π lk ) 1≤l,k≤Q be a symmetric matrix of block dependent edge probability matrix and A be the adjacency matrix. Conditioned on the block labels C, (A ij ) for i < j are independent, and
DiscretizingĀ defined in Section 2.3 into a 0-1 matrix, the class labels and the parameters γ and π are estimated using the pseudo-likelihood algorithm by Amini et al. (2013) . The unconditional version of the algorithm fits the conventional SBM above, while the conditional version takes into account the variability of node degrees within blocks (Karrer and Newman (2011) ). Potential functional groups are identified as classes having large diagonal entries in π.
Another widely used non-model-based technique for extracting communities, especially in the study of social networks (Scott (2000) ), is agglomerative HC. Here we adopt the Ward's distance (Ward (1963) ) for the computation of merging costs. Let g i be the nodes, the distance between two
where n 1 and n 2 denote the sizes of M 1 and M 2 , m 1 and m 2 are the cluster centers of M 1 and M 2 respectively. A natural way to define the square of the pairwise distance is g i − g j 2 = 1 −Ā ij for i = j, and zero otherwise. Since
Ward's method minimizes the increase in the within group sum of squares at each merging and tends to merge clusters that are close to each other and small in size, a small cluster that manages to survive a long distance before coalescing is likely to be a tight cluster, indicating the genes it contains have high connectivity with each other. Thus at an appropriately chosen cutoff level Q, we identify the smallest few clusters as potential functional groups. Both SBM and HC require a priori knowledge of the number of clusters Q, and the proper selection of Q remains an open problem in literature. For SBM, we refer to some discussions in J.-J. Daudin and Robin (2008) and Channarond, Daudin and Robin (2012) . For HC, a common way to choose the cutoff Q is to set it as the number just before the merging cost starts to rise sharply. Due to the scale and complexity of a typical gene expression dataset, this criterion is not very applicable. In this paper, for the HC approach we choose Q empirically based on the sizes of the clusters each Q produces. That is, Q is increased incrementally until small clusters start to emerge. A comparison between SBM and HC can be found in Section 3.1.
2.5. Flow chart summarizing the whole procedure. A comprehensive summary of the whole procedure including the tuning parameters needed in the two stages is provided in Figure 1 . The choices of the parameters are explained in the paper, and summarized again in Section 3 of the supplementary information. and recall = TP/(TP+FN), as measures for evaluating classification performance. Here TP is the number of true positive findings of functional group genes, FP is the number of false positives and FN is the number of false negatives. In the context of this study, they can be regarded as a measure of exactness and completeness of our search results, respectively. The problem of choosing appropriate λ for sparsity is also discussed.
3.1. Simulation.
3.1.1. Generation of simulation datasets. We simulate a microarray dataset consisting of p = 150, 300 or 500 genes and n = 30 experiments, with 5 replicates for each experiment. To make the data more realistic, we introduce experiment dependencies, multiple functional groups and random noise. The simulation parameters are generated as follows:
(i) Experiment correlation matrix, Σ E . For illustrative purpose, we set the experiment correlation matrix to have 0, 33 and 67% dependencies. In the case of a 33% dependency, for example, 33% of the experiments have high dependencies (correlation between 0.5 and 0.6) while the remaining experiments are uncorrelated with one another.
(ii) Gene correlation matrix, Σ G . In each dataset, we introduce one or two functional groups with 15 genes in each. Genes in the same group are correlated, having either high correlations (0.5 -0.6) or low correlations (0.1 -0.2) with the other genes, and otherwise they are not.
Using the above parameters, we generate the simulation data as follows. First, we generate a 30 × 500 gene expression matrix Z, with vec(Z T ), from a multivariate normal distribution with mean zero and a covariance matrix Σ G ⊗ Σ E . To introduce linear relationships, within each group we take linear combinations of some genes to replace their original values. Using the final 30 × 500 gene expression matrix, we add random noise with a small SD (e.g. 0.01) to each row to generate the 5 replicates for each experiment.
3.1.2. EstimatedĀ and tuning parameter selection. Figure 2 shows the heatmaps of the matrixĀ for two datasets with different numbers of functional groups. For visual clarity, the genes are ordered according to their true group memberships. In both cases, the matrix demonstrates a clear block structure. In particular, in the two-group case both pathways are visible although the first one is more prominent. We remark here that the difference in signal strength between the two pathways is introduced by chance variation during data generation and the use of subsampling is necessary for the identification of the weaker group. λ is chosen such that the matrixĀ displays optimal contrast between the pathway and non-pathway groups, and we shall use this as a guidance for assessing the quality ofĀ and selecting λ.
Among the common approaches for the selection of optimal tuning parameters, cross-validation based methods are used in Waaijenborg, Verselewe de Witt Hamer and Zwinderman (2008), Parkhomenko, Tritchler and Beyene (2009) and Lee et al. (2011) . However, all of their methods involve dividing a sample into multiple sets which is impractical for datasets with only a few tens of observations. Witten and Tibshirani (2009) proposed an alternative permutation-based method which estimates the p-value of the maximal correlation found by performing SCCA on permuted samples. Due to the large number of partitions and subsamplings required in our method, this approach would be very computationally expensive. Instead we measure the effectiveness of λ using the entropy ofĀ, defined as
where S A = i<j A ij . The entropy quantifies the sharpness of its distribution and thus is indicative of the signal intensity. Figure 3 plots the contours of H(Ā) for the same two datasets used in Figure 2 . Regions with low entropy correspond to λ leading to a matrix with better signal intensity. Heatmaps of the matrixĀ using datasets with (a) p = 150, 0% experiment dependency, one functional group, subsampling level 70% and (λ1, λ2) = (9, 9); (b) p = 300, 0% experiment dependency, two functional groups, subsampling level 70% and (λ1, λ2) = (9, 15). For clarity, only the first 100 × 100 entries are shown and the functional groups are placed at positions 1-15 and 16-30, respectively. Contour plots of the entropy of the upper triangular entries ofĀ on the grid (λ1, λ2) ∈ {0, 3, . . . , 18} 2 using datasets with (a) p=150, 0% experiment dependency, one functional group and subsampling level 70%; (b) p=300, 0% experiment dependency, two functional groups and subsampling level 70%.
3.1.3. Performance comparison. Figure 4 compares the classification performance of our methods, scca.sbm and scca.hc, with four correlation-based methods, pearson.hc, pearson.sbm, module.dynamic and module.hybrid. The methods are named by cross-mixing the following to allow for comparisons in the two-stage procedure.
scca: CalculateĀ's with λ ∈ {9, 12, . . . , 27} 2 and select 10 of these with the smallest entropy values. The final cluster membership (after community detection) is decided by a majority vote based on the selectedĀ's so only stable clusters and cluster members are chosen.
pearson: Pearson's correlation matrix after the data is normalized using equation (2.6) and Knorm estimates.
module: Transformed Pearson's correlation matrix used in Langfelder and Horvath (2007) .
sbm: Fit a SBM on a discretized edge weight matrix (at level {0.3, 0.4, . . . , 0.8}) using the unconditional pseudo-likelihood algorithm in Amini et al. (2013) with Q = 2 (or 3) initialized by spectral clustering with perturbation. Select the cluster with the highest internal connectivity based on the estimates.
hc: HC with the Ward's distance and cut the dendrogram when clusters of size less than 25 start to appear as the number of clusters Q increases. The choice of this upper bound is based on the size of the cluster selected in scca.sbm, and a range of reasonable numbers can be used without affecting the final results.
dynamic, hybrid : HC with dendrogram cutting methods in the R package dynamicTreeCut (Langfelder, Zhang and Horvath (2008) ). Figure 4 plots the average precision and recall of the above six methods calculated on 10 simulation datasets for each level of experiment dependency. It can be seen that using our SCCA approach to compute edge weights in general leads to higher precision across all experiment dependency levels. Of the two ways of community identification, scca.hc produces higher precision than scca.sbm at comparable recall levels. Table 1 shows the same performance measures obtained from datasets containing two independent functional groups for scca.hc, pearson.hc, module.dynamic and module.hybrid. The numbers are averages from 10 simulation datasets for each level of experiment dependency. Similar to the onegroup case, we choose the smallest Q that produces two clusters of size less than 25 as the cutoff in HC. We remark here that when multiple groups are present, scca.sbm tends to detect only the strongest signal group while failing to pick up the weaker one. This can be explained by considering the within-class homogeneity assumption in the SBM model and noting that the degree distribution is often less homogeneous in the weaker signal group (see e.g. Figure 2 ). Neither is the conditional pseudo-likelihood algorithm in Amini et al. (2013) sensitive enough to detect the finer distinctions. Results from pearson.sbm are also omitted as they are very noisy. In all the cases, scca.hc demonstrates the best precision at comparable, if not better recall. 3.2. Application to real data. We tested the performance of our procedure by applying it to Arabidopsis thaliana microarray expression data retrieved from AtGenExpress (http://www.arabidopsis.org/servlets/Tair Object?type=expression set&id=1007966941). Analyzed dataset included expression measurements collected from shoot tissues subject to oxidation stress for 22810 genes under 13 experiment conditions with two replicates for each experiment. In these experiments, the plants were treated with methyl viologen (MV), which led to the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Various studies have shown that depending on the type of ROS, a different biological response is provoked. Thus by focusing on the ROS induced by MV, we were able to show and validate that the results of our pathway gene search were supported, in part, by other already published ROS-related microarray experiments.
A subset of all 22810 genes was selected for analysis based on the following criteria. (i) The experiment variance of the gene exceeds 0.1. An unvarying expression profile suggests the gene has an activity level unaltered by the particular stress condition and hence is unlikely to be part of any stress-induced pathway. The inclusion of such genes may cause problems in covariance estimation as well. We also removed genes with a suspiciously high experiment variance as it could suggest inaccuracy in measurements.
(ii) The discrepancy between the two replicates is smaller than 2 for each experiment. This ensures only genes with consistent measurements are included in our analysis. (iii) The minimum expression level exceeds 7. More active genes are likely to possess stronger signals, making our search easier. This requirement further trims down the dataset to a smaller size more desirable for our procedure. We note here that the inclusion of (iii) is optional -if running time is not a concern, the minimum expression level could be either lowered or entirely removed. The final subset for analysis contained 2718 genes.
Potential functional groups were found by scca.hc. Due to the complexity and noise level of the dataset, we did not expect the entropy (3.1) to have a clean-cut unimodal distribution. Furthermore, the presence of many groups with varying signal strengths implies each may need a different optimal λ for detection. For example, strong groups are likely to require more regularization, or in other words, larger λ. For this reason, we performed our search in multiple stages starting from large λ for stronger groups to smaller λ for weaker ones. At every stage, the groups found were removed from the original set before proceeding to the next stage. The upper bound on λ was found by increasing λ until the entropy stabilized. Searching down from this upper bound, we chose λ from three grids: {90, 100, 110} 2 , {60, 70, 80} 2 and {30, 40, 50} 2 . The cutoff level Q in HC was increased incrementally until at least five clusters of size less than 30 appeared. A reasonable range of numbers can be used to choose the cutoff and our results are not very sensitive to the choice of this number. The full procedure produced 13 groups of genes, the full list of which including annotations can be found in Section 6 of the supplementary information.
To test the biological significance of all 13 groups found (i.e., whether there is a functional relationship between genes within the various groups), we first examined for enrichment of gene product properties, collectively designated gene ontology (GO) annotations, within each group using information available at The Arabidopsis Information Resource (http://www.ar abidopsis.org/tools/bulk/index.jsp). We determined that 8 out of 13 groups were highly enriched with genes having the same GO annotation and calculated their p-values using Fisher's exact test to compare with the counts obtained from the full analyzed dataset (Table 2) .
In addition to the GO enrichment approach for validating the groups, and in order to support the biological significance of the groups found, we also evaluated other forms of evidence. We were able to determine that for several (2007)). A considerable number of genes in both pathways are induced by broad environmental stresses, and regulated at the transcriptional level. Based on the lists of genes associated with these two pathways reported in Kim et al. (2012) , our analyzed dataset contained 13 FB pathway genes and 26 GSL pathway genes. The precisions of our search are 75% and 100%, respectively. In order to assess the likelihood that genes in the remaining groups could also encode steps within specific pathways, we reviewed microarray data from plants subjected to other forms of oxidative stress (these experiments are similar to the experiment from which our dataset using MV was obtained). Using this approach we found that genes in each of the additional seven groups (1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12) were strongly associated in these independent experiments (supplementary information Section 6).
Of all the groups found, groups 6, 7 and 13 remain uncharacterized in the literature. Nonetheless, using CoExSearch (part of the ATTD-II database (http://atted.jp/top search.shtml #CoexVersion)), all four genes in group 7 were correlated to some degree with abiotic stress conditions. We also found these genes were common anoxia-repressed genes (Loreti et al. (2005) ). The lack of complete characterization for these groups in the current literature leaves potential scope for further biological examination. For comparison we applied pearson.hc, module.dynamic and module.hybrid to the same data. As the simulation study suggests the latter two methods in general have better performance than pearson.hc, particularly in the multigroup case, we will present the results from these two methods and refer to Section 6 in the supplementary information for pearson.hc based results. In order to compare with our results, we chose two cuts of the dendrogram such that the first cut produces the same number of groups as our method, and the second one leads to groups with sizes comparable to ours. The first cut results in 13 groups with sizes ranging from 60 to 293. We picked three most promising groups based on their annotations and the GO analysis is summarized in Table 3 . Although all of them have statistically significant p-values, their precisions are quite low. In particular, group 11 contains our group 2 as a subset and includes 11 genes (out of 76) in the FB pathway and 5 genes are in isoprenoid biosynthesis pathway. These two pathways are derived from different initial precursors and and known to be unrelated. We note here that at this cut level, the GSL pathway cannot be identified by the method. The second cut produces 66 groups with sizes from 5 to 81. We picked five small groups for analysis and only one group with genes localized in chloroplast has significant GO enrichment (Table 4 ). Even so, these genes are unlikely to be functionally related. The comparison suggests our method can achieve better precision and lead to more biologically meaningful groupings of genes.
4. Discussion. In this paper, we focus on the problem of searching for functional groups in gene networks, where data are given in the form of nodes and their associated covariates and the true network needs to be estimated first. We propose a new method to construct an edge weight matrix for the full network by applying SCCA to sampled subsets of genes with random partitioning. The final community structure can be discovered by fitting SBM or applying HC. Our experience suggests HC is better suited for the study of large networks with multiple functional groups, as its running time scales better than most SBM algorithms and requires no discretization of the adjacency matrix. Although the work is presented under the setting of gene networks, we believe our approach can be generally applicable to answer similar questions in other biochemical networks and even networks in other fields that are sparse and have similar covariate features.
Compared to other popular ways of measuring gene interactions, our SCCA approach is more conceptually appealing. By seeking maximally correlated sets of genes among randomly sampled subsets, this approach provides an aggregated measure of gene partial correlations when the correct conditional set is unknown and thus gives us a better chance of capturing group interactions. As demonstrated in both simulation and real data applications, one of the main attractions of our procedure is its high precision. Although it does not seem to greatly improve recall, this is not a huge drawback in light of the search algorithm by Kim et al. (2012) . Given the accuracy of our search results in general, one can use these identified genes as "seed genes" to initiate a more complete search and expand on the current lists.
Our approach can be modified to handle other practical situations. When it is known in advance that some genes operate in the same functional group, one may incorporate the prior knowledge by lowering the penalties associated with those genes in the SCCA algorithm. Although we have focused on the case with disjoint functional groups, our method of constructing an edge weight matrix is still applicable to the overlapping case as long as the shared genes possess strong direct or partial interactions with all the other functional genes (supplementary information Section 5). However, a different community detection method (e.g. mixed membership SBM )) should be applied to identify the overlapping structures.
The core of our procedure consists of an implementation of SCCA by LASSO regression, and this naturally opens room for further investigation.
For example, it would be interesting to find out if using other penalty functions yields different results; more importantly, whether SCCA can be implemented using a different optimization criterion or a more efficient algorithm to lessen the computational cost of our procedure. In the theoretical aspect, it would be desirable to incorporate sparsity into our asymptotic analysis.
On the community detection side, our use of SBM and HC also gives rise to other interesting extensions. As noted in Section 3.1, conventional SBM does not perform well when there are multiple groups, which is mainly caused by the heterogeneity of node degrees. However, fitting a degree-corrected model using the conditional pseudo-likelihood algorithm does not seem offer significant improvement. It would be desirable to carry out further study on the theoretical properties of the degree-corrected SBM and characterize its identifiability problem. Another possible extension is to modify these algorithms to take weighted adjacency matrices without discretization. Developing a practical but more systematic way of choosing the cutoff level for HC also invites future study. 2.1. One functional group. In this section we first present the assumptions and proofs needed to establish Proposition 2.1 in the paper. Recall that Z ∈ R n×p represents an expression matrix with p genes and n experiments, with centered and scaled columns. We have the following assumptions regarding the distribution of Z.
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Assumption 2.1. Z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ) T , where z i are iid p−dimensional normal random variables with mean 0 and correlation matrix Σ that is invertible.
Assumption 2.2. The matrix Ω = Σ −1 is a diagonal block matrix,
where Ω 2 = diag(1, . . . , 1).
Remark 2.3. Note that the diagonal block structure of Ω in Assumption 2.2 is mirrored in its inverse Σ, that is
where Σ 1 = Ω −1 1 and Σ 2 = diag(1, . . . , 1). The structure of the correlation matrix implies dependencies only exist among pathway genes.
Partition the index set G into two sets J 1 and J 2 of equal size. Let I 1 = J 1 ∩ K and I 2 = J 2 ∩ K, that is, I 1 and I 2 represent the corresponding partition on the pathway gene set. For convenience, assume the indices in J 1 , J 2 , I 1 and I 2 are ordered. Compose submatrix X by selecting columns of Z whose indices lie in the set J 1 . Similarly compose submatrix Y based on the index set J 2 . In the population case CCA requires finding (α, β) that solves the optimization problem (2.3) in the paper. Note that when Σ Y X is a nonzero matrix, α and β are uniquely determined up to a sign. To eliminate this indeterminacy we require α 1 > 0, β 1 > 0.
We also assume the following is true regarding the singular value decomposition of Σ I 1 ,I 2 for every partition. Remark 2.5. Assumption 2.4 is equivalent to requiring the corresponding submatrix Σ Y X has distinct nonzero singular values. This assumption is common in literature for the purpose of establishing asymptotic theory for PCA or CCA.
Since in practice one always aims to solve the sample case (equation (2.4) in the paper), we first need to establish the asymptotic properties of a and b for a given partition. Lemma 2.6. As n → ∞,
(ii) If I 1 = ∅ and I 2 = ∅, we have a
Proof of Lemma 2.6. We first show the constraints on a and b imply they are bounded with probability one. Letλ i be the eigenvalues of S Y Y and λ i be the eigenvalues of Σ Y Y , then
with (a 1 , . . . , a q ) T = U T (a 1 , . . . , a q ) T . Noting that a 2 = a 2 and λ i > 0, one can conclude that a = O P (1). Thus
and (i) follows from the structure (2.2) of Σ. The same argument applies to b.
In the case I 1 = ∅ and I 2 = ∅, rank(Σ Y X ) ≥ 1. One can show the convergence holds using Assumption 2.4, the fact that √ n(S (·,·) − Σ (·,·) ) has a limiting normal distribution and following the arguments in Anderson (1999) .
We then proceed to prove Proposition 2.1.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Consider the following possible partition configurations. (For convenience, the dependency of the coefficients on partition t is suppressed.) Case (i) I 2 = ∅. The probability of this configuration is (2.7)
This happens with probability kq q−k+1 P 0 . Assume without loss of generality I 1 = {1, . . . , k − 1}, I 2 = {k}. Partition the pathway correlation matrix Σ 1 and its inverse Ω as (2.8)
It is easy to see in the population case the solution to (2.3) has the form α = (α 1 , α 2 ) with α 1 ∈ R, α 2 = 0 and β = (β 1 , β 2 ) with β 1 ∈ R k−1 , β 2 = 0. Furthermore, α 1 and β 1 solve the optimization problem (2.9) (α 1 , β 1 ) = arg max
The above condition implies α 1 = 1,
, where ρ is the maximal correlation. Noting that (2.10)
we can write β 1 as (2.12)
Generalizing this to any partition resulting in |I 2 | = 1 and using the convergence in Lemma 2.6, as n → ∞, c i = o P (1) for i / ∈ K and c i = C 1 + o P (1) for i ∈ K, where (2.13)
Case (iii) |I 1 | > 1 and |I 2 | > 1. By the same argument as in Case (ii), c i = o P (1) for i / ∈ K, and a i = α i +o P (1) and b i = β i +o P (1) for i ∈ K with α 1 and β 1 solving the sub-problem (α 1 , β 1 ) = arg max
Combining results from the above discussion,
The proposition holds with
2.2. Multiple functional groups. Next we extend the above analysis to the case with more than one functional group using an explicit example. As will be demonstrated below, analytical computations are tedious even in this easy case. While we decide to not provide a full proof in the paper, we hope the example will provide sufficient insights into the meaning of the weight matrix and the role of subsampling.
Suppose there are 20 genes in total with two independent functional groups of size 3 each. Let Z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ) T ∈ R n×20 represent an expression matrix with z i ∼ iid normal variables with mean 0 and correlation matrix Σ, where Σ = diag(Σ 1 , Σ 2 , 1, . . . , 1) with We first compute the asymptotic value of A with no subsampling as the number of partitions goes to infinity using the population correlation matrix Σ (i.e. assuming we have infinite observations). Since no subsampling is involved, there is only one such edge weight matrix. The asymptotic values of the edge weight matrix can be calculated by summing the weights from CCA under different partition configurations, weighted by their respective probabilities. Here are more algebraic details for the computation of A. For every possible partition, split the index set {1, 2, . . . , 20} into two sets J 1 and J 2 of equal size. Let α and β be weight vectors solving
When Σ J 1 ,J 2 is a zero matrix, we adopt the convention which randomly chooses one gene in J 1 and one gene in J 2 and assigns them weight 1. As in the paper, suppose c is the list of the absolute values |α| and |β| ordered according to the gene list. For example, for the partition placing the 20 genes in J 1 and J 2 with genes 1, 4, 5, 6 in J 1 and genes 2, 3 in J 2 , c = (1, 1/ √ 2, 1/ √ 2, 0, . . . , 0). Now define the average weight vectorc = 1/N N t=1 c t , where N is the number of random partitions.c → E(c) as N → ∞ and E(c) can be computed explicitly from the four cases listed in the calculation part below. Then asymptotically,
The asymptotic values (setting the diagonal to 0, without normalization) are plotted in Figure 1 (a). We see that without subsampling, the second group is completely overwhelmed by the first 4 group (as demonstrated in configurations of type (iv)). Note also the signal strength within the second group is weaker than that of the interaction between the two groups. When agglomerative clustering is applied, the genes in group two will be merged with group one before merging among themselves, making it very difficult to identify the second group. With the help of subsampling, we hope to create more subsamples in which the second group dominates the first, thus enhancing its signal strength inĀ when the averages are taken over different subsamples. In this small example, it is possible to compute the asymptotic value ofĀ as the number of random partitions and the number of subsamples go to infinity, again assuming we have infinite obeservations which allow us to use the population correlation matrix. Averaging over all subsamples b,Ā
as N → ∞ and B → ∞, where E t and E b denote expectation taken with respect to random partition and subsampling, respectively. The asymptotic values ofĀ (setting diagonal to zero, without normalization) are plotted in Figure 1 (b) . We have set the subsampling level to 70% and more details of the calculations can be found below. The comparison with Figure 1 (a) demonstrates theoretically subsampling helps the identification of the weaker group. The theoretical analysis of the role of subsampling for multiple pathways under general settings can be carried out in a similar fashion. However, since one needs to consider all the possible subsamples and their corresponding partition configurations, the process is rather tedious even when the gene groups are very small as shown by the toy example above. We deem the full proof out of scope of the current paper. We remark here that subsampling is only necessary when we would like to identify multiple functional groups simultaneously. In practice, if running time is 5 not a concern, we can always run the whole procedure iteratively with no subsampling, each time identifying one dominating signal group and removing it from the subsequent analysis.
Detailed Calculations
We first show the calculations for the case with no subsampling. Let K 1 = {1, 2, 3} and K 2 = {4, 5, 6} denote the indices of the genes in these two functional groups. For each partition, let I i,j = K i ∩ J j for i, j = 1, 2. Consider the following scenarios:
(i) |I 1,j | = 3 and |I 2,l | = 3, j, l ∈ {1, 2}. This happens with probability 2 · , and since the cross correlation matrix is zero in this case, we randomly choose two genes to assign weight 1.
(ii) |I 1,j | = 1 and |I 2,l | = 3, j, l ∈ {1, 2}. The probability of this type of partition is 2 · 3 · . Clearly c i = 0 for 4 ≤ i ≤ 20. Depending on which gene is grouped into I 1,1 (or I 1,2 ),
all of which are equally likely.
(iii) |I 1,j | = 3 and |I 2,l | = 1, j, l ∈ {1, 2}, which has probability 2 · 3 · (iv) |I 1,j | = 1 and |I 2,l | = 1, j, l ∈ {1, 2}, which has probability 2 · 3 · 3 · . Both functional groups have been split up by the partition, resulting in the cross correlation matrix having two non-zero diagnal blocks. It is easy to see the genes in the first group are collinear, thus possessing a stronger linear relationship than the second group. The non-zero block associated with 6
Type of subsample Probability |S1| = 3, |S2| = 3 0.0775 |S1| = 3, |S2| = 2 0.1550 |S1| = 2, |S2| = 3 0.1550 |S1| = 3, |S2| = 1 0.0775 |S1| = 2, |S2| = 2 0.2324 |S1| = 1, |S2| = 3 0.0775 |S1| = 3, |S2| = 0 0.0094 |S1| = 2, |S2| = 1 0.0845 |S1| = 0, |S2| = 3 0.0094 |S1| = 2, |S2| = 0 0.0070 |S1| = 1, |S2| = 1 0.0211 |S1| = 0, |S2| = 2 0.0070 |S1| = 1, |S2| = 0 0.0011 |S1| = 0, |S2| = 1 0.0011 |S1| = 0, |S2| = 0 0.0000 Table 1 Different subsamples created.
the first group produces the largest singular value, and it follows that the values in c are the same as in case (ii).
Combining the above four cases gives the values in Figure 1 (a). With subsampling, let S denote the indices of the selected genes. Further denote S 1 = K 1 ∩ S and S 2 = K 2 ∩ S. We can create subsamples listed in Table 1 . For each type of subsample listed, one can carry out the same computation for E(c b ) by considering all the possible partitions for a subsample b.
3. Summary of tuning parameters. A comprehensive overview of the whole procedure is summarized in the flow chart Figure 1 in the paper. Here we explain again the selection of all the tuning parameters required.
Parameters in Stage 1: 1. Percentage of genes to be subsampled: First we comment that this step is necessary only when one is interested in finding multiple functional groups simultaneously. When the dataset is small and one can afford to isolate functional groups one at a time, this subsample level can be set to 100%. In general, in order to recover groups with complex structures simultaneously, a lower subsampling level is needed. On the other hand, if the ratio of signal genes to noise genes is small, we need to apply higher subsampling levels to reduce noise. We also refer to Response 2.3 for more explanations.
2. Penalty parameter λ in SCCA: We use the entropy of the matrixĀ produced by every fixed λ as a guidance for its performance. Smaller entropy values correspond to more contrast inĀ between the signals and background noise.
Parameters in Stage 2 (SBM): 3. Thresholding level to discretizeĀ for SBM: A range of thresholding levels were tried on the simulation data in the paper for comparison.
4. Number of blocks in SBM: As we only tried fitting SBM on simulation data, the number of blocks is assumed to be known. In practice, the issue of estimating the block number remains an open problem.
Parameter in Stage 2 (hierarchical clustering):
5. Cutting the dendrogram: Starting from the root of the dendrogram, we gradually increase the depth of the cut until small clusters begin to emerge. Knowing rough estimates of functional group sizes will help decision making at this step. The small clusters produced are tight and stable at a range of cutting levels.
Going through the whole procedure fixing a set of parameters produces candidate groups. For comparison we recommend running the procedure with different parameters. In the paper, we did this using different values of λ and the final candidate groups were determined by majority votes.
4. Discussion on the edge weight matrix. The edge weight matrixĀ provides an aggregated measure of gene interactions within one functional group as well as with different subsets of the group. Within one functional group, if there exists a perfect linear relation among the gene expression levels, for each partition splitting the functional group into two non-empty sets, the elements in c are always proportional to their corresponding linear coefficients. Thus the elements inĀ are proportional to the products of such linear coefficients. When only a subset of the functional group is selected, the weight vector c is still monotone with respect to the magnitude of the coefficients. Overall the edge weights inĀ provide a weighted average of the importance of a pair of genes in interacting with the whole functional group and all possible subsets of the group.
The connection with partial correlation can be understood in the regression setting. For a functional group (z 1 , . . . , z k ) with expression levels following a multivariate normal distribution, regressing z i on the other genes gives
where the coefficient β ij is proportional to the partial correlation between z i and z j , or the correlation between z i and z j conditioned on the other genes in the group. Thus for partitions leading to such configurations (1 vs. k − 1), the elements in the weight vector c are proportional to β ij , and therefore proportional to the correlations between pairs of genes conditioned on the other genes in the same group (and selected in the same subsample). Generalizing to other configurations (l genes in one set vs k − l genes in the other set), the weight vector is proportional to the correlation between a gene and a linear combination of the genes in the other set, conditioned on the rest of the genes in the same set. Overall the average weight vector provides an aggregated measure of partial correlations of different orders, as the process of random subsampling and partitioning enables us to consider all possible dependent sets.
Simulation results under additional scenarios.
5.1. Subsampling levels. Using the same simulated dataset that produced the heatmaps in Figure 1 of the paper, we performed the calculation ofĀ again at (a) 50% subsampling level and (b) 95% subsampling level. There are two gene groups at positions 1-15 and 16-30, respectively.
As can be seen in Figure 2 , when almost no subsampling is applied,Ā is predominantly expressing signals from the first group, while the signal intensity of the second group is weaker than that of the between-group interaction (due to the product definition of A) and only marginally stronger than the background noise. This is because genes in the first group possess stronger linear relationships and the weights in SCCA are preferentially assigned to them under most partitions. Thus the only way to simultaneously capture both groups under our framework is to consider different subsamples whereby the first group does not dominate all the time. A low subsampling level, however, also increases the chance of selecting only noise genes in the subsample. As a result, more background noise is introduced in the final output and the signal ratio is diminished (Figure 2 (a) ). The choice 8 of subsampling level is a trade-off between group structure complexity and signal to noise ratio. More complex group structures require lower subsampling levels. On the other hand, if the ratio of signal genes to noise genes is small, we need to apply higher subsampling levels to ensure the results do not include too much noise.
5.2.
Overlapping functional groups. In practice it is often the case there are genes actively participating in multiple pathways. Our edge weight matrix would reflect the overlapping structure as long as the overlapping genes possess strong direct or partial correlations with other genes in those pathways. At the second step, these overlapping blocks can be detected by, for example, fitting an overlapping SBM ). To test our method's performance under the overlapping setting, we simulate a dataset with 150 genes and 30 experiments with 5 replicates each. Genes 1-15 form one functional group and genes 11-25 form the second group. The two groups overlap by 5 genes and genes in the same group have correlations around 0.5-0.6. Figure 3 shows the heatmaps ofĀ when the procedure is run at 50% level of subsampling, with the matrix demonstrating the desired overlapping block structure.
5.3. Incorporating prior knowledge. For illustration, we incorporate prior knowledge for two simulated datasets used in the computation of Table 1 in the paper. Both have 500 genes, 30 experiments with five replicates each. The first set has the first 15 genes forming a functional group. Randomly selecting four genes in the group as prior knowledge and reducing their penalties by half, the procedure retains a perfect precision of 1, and recall improves from 0.533 to 0.733. The second set has two functional groups of size 15 each (genes 1-15 and genes 16-30). Randomly choosing four genes in the first group as prior knowledge, the recall of the first group improved from 0.533 to 0.733. Doing the same for the second group, the recall increased from 0.467 to 0.667. 6. Tables and plots for the Arabidopsis data. Continued on next page Figure 4 compares the classification performance of scca.hc and pearson.hc for the FB and GSL pathways. As a common practice in the biology literature, we modified pearson.hc slightly by adding a thresholding step to the Pearson's correlation matrix. For a chosen threshold level θ, elements in the matrix with an absolute value smaller than θ were set to 0. The plot shows the precision and recall of all the clusters obtained by applying a cutoff Q ranging from 2 to 500 in HC. In both cases, scca.hc achieves the best precision regardless of the parameter setting. 
